
 

Congresbury Neighbourhood Plan 

 

1. The Purpose of the Plan 

a) To contain a brief description of the neighbourhood plan the 

boundary plus map 

b) Mention conformance with N.Somerset Core Strategy. Note 

Backwell had difficulty with this since the core plan has been 

remitted. They claim that only C13 is affected and service village 

requirements are unchanged.  The official assessor picked up on 

this. 

 

2. Vision Statement 

a) To include a brief description of current situation Backwell’s plan  

included table showing demographic distribution. The official 

assessor thought that Backwell should not go into detail on the 

evolutionary details of the plan. Backwell also had lots of pictures 

and a history of the village. I’m not sure what this achieved. 

b) New vision statement drawing on the 1998 Character statement to 

be included here. Also refer to the sustainability matrix here to link 

into the following sections 

 

3.Social 

 

 3.1Youth 

  Pre-School 

  Primary School 

  Secondary School  

  Scouts and guides 

  Youth Partnership 

 

 3.2 Elderly 

  Care Homes 

  Sheltered Accommodation 

  Bungalows? 

  Lunch Club 

 

 3.3 Health 

  Doctors the location of the surgery? 

  Dentist do we need one? 

  First Responders/Defibrillator 

  Chemist/Pharmacy 

 



 3.4 Voluntary Groups 

  Bluey 

  Congresbury Carers 

  Hospice 

  Library Volunteers 

Does this fit better elsewhere?  

 

 3.5 Sports and Leisure 

  Sports Facilities 

  Rec Club 

   Football  

   Cricket 

    Tennis 

   Skittles? 

  Mendip Spring? 

   Golf 

  Urchinwood? 

   Horse riding 

  Memorial Hall? 

   Badminton 

   Tai Kwando? Etc 

  Bowls club 

   Bowls 

 

  Societies 

   Walking 

   Strawberry Line? 

   History 

   Archaeology 

   Choir 

   Drama? 

 

  Heritage 

   St. Andrews 

   Friends of St Andrews 

 

4. Environment 

  4.1 Utilities 

   Water 

   Waste Water 

   Gas? 

   Electricity do we want to talk about the substation etc 



   Street Lighting do we want footpaths & lighting 

between all new developments & the village centre? 

 

  4.2 Transport 

   Roads 

   Busses 

   Trains 

   Air 

   Car Parking 

Should we highlight that the A2 no longer comes through the village and 

there is no public transport to the station or airport 

Should we also talk about walking/footpaths & the strawberry line here 

  

 

  4.3 Village Centre 

Backwell had quite a large section on preserving the nature of the village 

centre and local shops. I would be keen to make a similar statement wrt 

the Post Office and smalltraders. Topics could include: 

   Shops 

   Cafes 

   Public Houses 

   Post Office 

   Other Facilities? 

 

  4.4 Village Halls  

   Old School rooms 

   Memorial Hall 

   Methodist Hall 

   New Village Hall 

I would like to avoid becoming entangled in ongoing debates re the new 

village hall, but if the village plan is to be comprehensive, this becomes 

inevitable. 

 

  4.5 Development 

   Identified Needs 

    Starter Homes 

    Sheltered Accommodation 

    Affordable Homes 

    Social housing 

    Commercial 

 

   Environmental Limits 



Section 5 of the Backwell plan talks about the N Somerset Core Strategy 

2012 sustainability objectives 

    Reducing Carbon Emissions 

    Making all Buildings more sustainable 

    Ecouraging Sustainable transport patterns 

    Sustainable distribution of land use 

I think we need something similar, but how we change it from a wish list 

into something more tangible appears to be a challenge that Backwell 

have not fully addressed  

In this section Backwell also talk about flooding and run off from any 

new development. 

 

   Location 

    Settlement boundary 

     Green Space 

  Do we mention allotments here? 

    Rural Sites Exception 

    Coherency 

This is a term I’ve come up with and it is a bit like the sequential test, 

which Tom mentioned wrt the Rural Sites Exception. Any new 

development should be integrated within the village. I do not want to see 

Ribbon development and people should be able to walk into the village 

centre and back home even in winter ie we need pavements and lighting 

as a minimum. Also Backwell talked about a strategic gap by which they 

meant maintaining a clear divide between Backwell and Nailsea. The 

assessor objected to this term but nevertheless I would not wish to see 

Congresbury and Yatton coalesce and would like to be able to address 

this in the plan 

 

5 Economic 

 

  5.1Employment In or Adjacent to the Village 

    Small Businesses  

    Wyvale 

    Mushroom farm? 

    Bristol Airport 

    Vet School? 

 

  5.2 Future Developments 

    Bristol Airport Expansion 

    12 Units on Elliot Medway Site 

    Suitable sites 

    Initiatives 



We may also want to talk about “ enablers” such as fibre broadband and  

transport here. We also need to recognise that more employment 

opportunities will lie outside rather than within the village 

 

6.Policy Statements/Actions 

Backwell spread their policy statements throughout the report in 

coloured boxes. I think my preference is to have a section at the end with 

all the “hard stuff” in one place. What does everyone else feel? I think 

the subsections would follow the same order as the main body with 

supporting documents/evidence for each sub-section. 
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